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Abstract. The scientific community’s increased exposure to cloud computing has led to increased familiarity with the machine virtualization
technology that underpins the cloud. Efforts to define and implement
provenance for the cloud are under way. In the meantime, however, an
orthogonal idea, aimed at quickly facilitating repeatability and curation,
has taken shape. This is the idea of using virtual machine images (VMIs)
as authoritative, encapsulated and executable records of computations,
especially computations whose results are destined for publication and/or
re-use. In this paper we trace the origins of this idea, discuss its strengths
and limitations, and outline some of the future steps and potential pitfalls on the path to its realization. We also analyze how this approach
differs from, yet composes with traditionally defined provenance.
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Introduction

Modern machine virtualization technology, as typified by the open source Xen
hypervisor1, on the software level, and Intel VT2 and AMD-V3 , on the hardware level, has reached maturity. It is possible for the working computational
scientist to work entirely on a virtualized workstation. However, this is not typical. Instead, most computational scientists exposure (conceptual or hands-on)
to machine virtualization appears to be via exposure to cloud computing (CC).
Virtualization is only one of the fundamental technologies underpinning only one
of the flavors of cloud computing (specifically, Infrastructure as a Service, abbreviated IaaS). However, the correlation between the concepts of, on the one hand,
virtualization and, on the other, the cloud has led to some confusion between
the two, especially in publications originating outside computer science. Specifically, the issue appears to be confusion about which attributes of modern virtual
machines are consequences of virtualization itself and which are consequences of
virtualization being used in the cloud setting.
One body of discourse where the this confusion is consequential concerns the
use of virtual machine images (VMIs) to facilitate scientific repeatability and
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curation. The overarching idea or strategy is this: to use VMIs as authoritative, encapsulated and executable records of computations, especially
computations whose results are destined for publication and/or reuse. (Whenever, in subsequent parts of this paper, we refer to ”this idea” or
”this strategy” without a tighter scope, the referent should be understood to be
the idea above, in bold.)
The timeliness of this idea becomes clear when one notes three factors: a)
the buzz surrounding the cloud and, consequently, virtualization, b) the proliferation of calls in the popular scientific press [1, 2], and even the NSF4 for code
publication, Open Science [3], etc., and c) the rise of provenance, the field that
is formally concerned with repeatability and curation.
We, like the people who have published and spoken about this idea before us,
argue that it has merit. However, our focus is on clarifying the context in which
the idea has merit, at present, and identifying possible paths to the expansion
of that context in the future, based on emerging technologies and standards.
The aims of this paper are many-fold: first, to trace the origins and shape
of this idea, by reviewing some of the discourse (literature and talks) in which
it has appeared; second, to discuss its feasibility, strengths and weaknesses, especially in light of the crystal clear distinction between virtualization in general
and virtualization for the cloud; third, to point out some of the challenges and
opportunities along the path to implementing this idea; and fourth, to point out
how this idea is orthogonal to, yet composes with, current research directions on
provenance for the cloud.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes the relevant technologies; section 3 reviews the discourse on the subject; section 4 discusses the
merits, drawbacks and limitations of the strategy and some technology gaps;
section 5 discusses what provenance has to contribute to this idea.

2

Background

A Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor (e.g. Xen, KVM, HyperV,
VMware) is a software layer that multiplexes access by many VMs to a machine’s
physical hardware. A VMM can present the hardware to VMs in one of two ways:
a) para-virtualized, or b) fully virtualized. If the hardware is para-virtualized it
means that a layer of emulation or abstraction is placed between the physical
hardware and the virtual hardware. Para-virtualization can sometimes lead to
better-than-native performance by simplifying or slimming down the drivers required to access devices [4]. In full virtualization, direct, multiplexed access by
VMs to the hardware is mediated by the VMM. Full virtualization most often
requires hardware support.
4
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Hypervisors differ in the precise details of their organization, which we will
not discuss here. However, the abstract notion of a virtual machine image (VMI),
that is, a collection of whatever is needed for a hypervisor to boot a VM, is
useful across the board. For a Linux installation, a VMI consists of a Linux
kernel/RAMdisk and a root filesystem. Many of the existing VMI packaging formats are inter-convertible, by separating the source format into its components
(kernel/RAMdisk, filesystem) and re-packaging it according to the destination
format.
Notice that up to this point everything we have described concerns machine
virtualization in general, and we have said nothing about cloud computing.
Cloud computing provides available (”when you need it”), dynamic (”pay for
what you use”) and elastic (”use as much as you need”) provisioning of computational resources. It comes in three flavors: Infrastructure, Platform and Software
as a Service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, respectively), of which we will be concerned
with the first, IaaS. The ”infrastructure” of IaaS refers to computational, network and storage resources. The computational resources are presented to the
user as virtual machines (VMs).
In this paper we take the position that IaaS cloud computing is currently
exemplified by Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), the first and currently
dominant player in the field, and other software stacks (e.g. Eucalyptus [5]) that
are compatible with it. It appears that, at the moment, Amazon’s APIs are
the de facto standard in IaaS, although it remains to be seen whether that will
continue to be the case, as later arrivals to the industry are attempting to craft
and force the adoption of competing standards.
Most VMMs, Xen included, are capable of presenting a configurable mix of
virtualized and para-virtualized resources. In order to achieve availability and
elasticity at scale, Amazon’s EC2 severely restricts the number of VM configurations among which their customers can choose. The hypervisor of choice at EC2
is Xen, the VMs all have one network interface, and they come in only a handful
of VM configurations, parameterized by the number of CPU ”core equivalents”
and RAM. As of the writing of this paper, one instance type provides access to
additional Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) hardware. This standardization of
VMs allows EC2 to account for its resources in a crude but effective fashion that
makes it possible to deploy VMIs very rapidly.
There is an important distinction between what happens to a VMI if it is
booted on a run-of-the-mill workstation with virtualization enabled vs on the
cloud. In the former case, any changes to the filesystem that occur while the
VM is running become permanent by virtue of the fact that the filesystem is
persistent. In the original EC2 usage model, the VMI’s filesystem was treated as
an immutable object from which multiple, initially identical, but independently
evolving VMs could be booted. A VM that has booted from a VMI, and whose
running state can be different from other VMs that have booted from the same
VMI, is called an instance. Nowadays there are two ways to configure an EC2
instance: under the original model, the filesystem of an instance is volatile, so
that, if the user wants any changes that occur to it to become persistent, he
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or she must explicitly save (”bundle”) the image; under the newer model, the
filesystem is stored in a persistent, rather than a volatile, store (Elastic Block
Store, EBS). The newer model is similar to the behavior of a run-of-the-mill
virtualized workstation that has booted from a network attached filesystem.

3

Literature Overview

The use of VMIs for repeatability and curation of scientific results is a strategy,
rather than a piece of software or infrastructure or a standard. Thus, it is difficult to definitively trace when and by whom it may have first been used. Here
we first survey some foundational literature on the use of (para-)virtualization
and the cloud in scientific computing, and then we present some of the published literature and scientific talks in which the idea of using virtualization for
repeatability and curation appears.
Virtualization has a long history in the area of operating systems, dating
back to IBM’s PDP-11 in the 1970s. Machine virtualization was historically
associated with a performance penalty due to the additional software layers
required to achieve isolation from the hardware. Thus, an important question is
whether modern machine (para-)virtualization technology suffers from the same
drawback, which would disqualify it from being an ideal platform for scientific
computing. This question is studied in [4, 6] in the context of para-virtualization
in Xen.
The question of whether cloud computing achieves performance worthy of
scientific computing (presumably at decreased cost) is altogether different. As
we described in the previous section, CC severely restricts the VM configurations
available to the user, can be subject to dramatic fluctuations in demand, and uses
CPU core equivalents, to circumvent the fact that the underlying hardware can
be heterogeneous, depending on when it was deployed. Thus, while to assess the
impact of para-virtualization it is possible to compare performance of the virtual
vs the native hardware, measured performance in EC2 must be compared to
either the performance of an unrelated computational resource, e.g. a cluster, or
to the theoretical peak CPU core equivalent performance that Amazon describes.
Other performance metric comparisons can be similarly confused. Nevertheless,
this is an important question, and it is studied in [7, 8] and [9].
[10] proposes the use of VMs to encapsulate large, complicated stacks of scientific software so they can be deployed across supercomputing centers without
the need to install each of the software packages individually in every new environment. The paper describes a proof-of-concept of this strategy developed for
the High-Energy and Nuclear Physics application STAR, deployed on a five node
cluster. While this paper does not address repeatability or curation, it proposes
virtualization as a solution for achieving encapsulation and portability of the
software environment of a scientific application, one of the big challenges on the
way to repeatability and curation.
In 2011 concerns over computational repeatability reached a crescendo, mostly
in the form of calls for source code publication. The idea of using VMIs to achieve
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computational repeatability and curation appeared in two venues. In early 2011
the scientific publishing house Elsevier announced a call for papers and proofsof-concept called the ”Executable Paper Grand Challenge”5 . The statement of
the problem they posed was: ”how can data intensive research be made repeatable and workable within the context of a scholarly journal article?” The second
place prize was won by [11] in which a cloud-based environment for authoring,
sharing, modifying and executing computational results was described. SHARE
includes a web portal for accessing its functionality, and the VMIs on which it
is based are deployed in an on-premise Eucalyptus cloud hosted at Eindhoven
University of Technology, Netherlands.
In July 2011 a workshop entitled ”Reproducible Research: Tools and Strategies for Scientific Computing” took place6 . Three talks made reference to the
strategy of using VMIs to facilitate repeatability. In the first Tiffani Williams
introduced Paper Mache, which was also one of the finalists of the Executable
Paper Grand Challenge, and was later demoed at ICCS [12]. It consists of a
workbench, a modified hypervisor and a tool for creating (visual) images, and
it creates custom VMIs intended for use throughout the submission, review,
modification and curation process of a paper. Sorin Mitran gave a talk entitled ”Archiving Computational Research in Virtual Machines”7 , and Bill Howe
gave a talk entitled ”Virtual Appliances, Cloud Computing, and Reproducible
Research”8.

4

The Approach

The strategy of using VMIs to achieve repeatability and curation of scientific
computing results is just that: a strategy. As such, it permits implementations
that span a wide range of abstraction and/or automation, SHARE, Paper Mache
and Mitran’s hand-crafted approach being only some of the possibilities.
At its core, the strategy simply requires a scientist to – somehow – generate
a VMI of a computational environment capable of reproducing his or her results,
and to make that VMI publicly accessible. The strategy hinges on the assumptions that the VMI will be an authoritative, encapsulated and executable record
of computations. To say that a VMI is an authoritative record of a computation
is trivially true. Encapsulation, on the other hand, can be achieved by proper
design, a subject we discuss briefly in the last section. But the claim that a VMI
will be generally executable bears some scrutiny.
At present there is no unqualified answer to the question: if a VMI is published, will it be executable in the short-term (repeatability) and in the long-term
(curation)?
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The issue here is that not all VMIs are created equal when it comes to the
likelihood that they will be able to be booted in the near and far future. A VMI
that is cloud-compatible, in the sense of being compatible with EC2, is guaranteed to boot under most versions of Xen, to conform to a simplistic device model,
and to have one of only a handful of CPU and RAM configuration expectations.
In the short term, it will be easy to boot it on any Xen installation, whether
on the cloud or not. In the long term, it is reasonable to argue that, because it
is one of many thousands of VMIs with similar hypervisor/VM expectations, it
has a better chance of being supported.
The same cannot be said of an arbitrary VMI generated on a virtualized
workstation, a virtualized HPC cluster or any other arbitrary virtualized environment. Indeed, even a VMI that is compatible with an on-premise cloud is not
guaranteed to be cloud-compatible, in the sense of being EC2-compatible, since
on-premise cloud software, like Eucalyptus, can be configured to work with hypervisors (e.g. KVM) and VM configurations other than those specified by EC2.
In order to improve the odds that an arbitrary VMI will be able to boot on
today’s foreign and tomorrow’s alien resources, it seems reasonable to propose
that there should exist a metadata format for specifying a VMI’s hypervisor and
VM configuration expectations. Indeed such a standard now exists: the Open
Virtualization Format9 . On the one hand, this is a welcome development for the
scientific community, and any community interested in harnessing the power of
virtualization without adopting the cloud model and its inherent simplicity-foravailability trade-off. On the other hand, because the flexibility of being able
to spin up an arbitrarily large assortment of VM types comes with a penalty
in availability, it is unlikely that Amazon’s EC2 and EC2-compatible software
stacks that care about scale will adopt OVF. This leaves the scientific community
and anyone else who wants to adopt arbitrary OVF-wrapped VMIs with a difficult decision, based on speculation about the future. Will OVF thrive (once the
standard converges) and become a new classic, like Portable Document Format
(PDF) before it, which also had difficulties at first? Or will arbitrary VMIs will
be relegated to un-executability and OVF to the cemetary for useless metadata
formats?
Thus, it appears that cloud-compatible VMIs have an excellent chance of
being executable in the near future, and an arguably good chance at being
executable in the further future. Arbitrary VMIs, however, should at a minimum
come with a description of their hypervisor and VM expectations, preferably in
a recognized format, like OVF, and may not, even then, have a good chance of
being executable as their date of creation fades into the past.
A question to which the answer is not dictated by the strategy of using
VMIs for repeatability and curation, and which is, therefore, open to discussion, is whether a published VMI needs to be the scientist’s original working
environment, or whether it can be a re-creation of it.
Articles calling for source code publication for science [1, 2] cite the burden
of cleaning up and polishing code and data in order to produce a final publish9
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able product as being an important deterrent from code publication. One might
imagine, then, that this deterrent would extend to re-creating a computational
environment on a VMI for publication. If the community’s objective is to promote the rapid and wide adoption of the VMI publication strategy, then perhaps
it makes sense to express a preference for the VMI environment to be the original
environment in which the results were obtained, rather than a re-creation of it.
Bill Howe, in his AMP2011 talk, made a related argument for conducting the
entire life cycle of computational science on the cloud. He pointed out that the
cloud is an excellent environment for cheap experimentation with software. He
further explained that often there is no clear distinction between writing, testing,
debugging and final experimentation with scientific software. Thus, carrying out
the entire lifecycle of computational science on the cloud has the advantage
of allowing publication of a VMI whenever the cycle happens to be complete,
however unpredictable, messy and heterogeneous that final VMI may be.
Sorin Mitran brought up several drawbacks to the VMI publication for repeatability and curation approach in his AMP2011 talk. According to him, those
are: a) that VMIs contain a large amount of data, and so pose a storage challenge, b) that there is no guarantee that a VM emulator will exist in the far
future, and c) that this approach does not support the special-purpose hardware
and multi-machine configurations that are often used in computational science.
He countered his own arguments with the observations that, a) storage is getting cheaper, b) there is strong vendor support for VMs, and c) CUDA, MPI
and OpenMP are now all supported. To his counter-argument for (a) we would
add that, irrespective of whether storage gets cheaper, the problem of storage
bloat is one that is being encountered in many settings, including provenance,
and thus is being independently studied and addressed. We believe that concern
(b) is different for cloud-compatible vs arbitrary VMIs, as we explained above.
Finally, we believe that concern (c) actually encompasses two separate issues.
On the one hand there is the issue of special hardware availability (e.g. GPUs
and FPGAs). Amazon is currently addressing at least GPU availability, but one
has to wonder whether that support, which appears to be a deviation from EC2’s
core business model, will last. In any case, a metadata model such as OVF, that
allows the specification of virtual hardware requirements, theoretically addresses
how to make sure VMIs appropriately ask for the resources they require. On the
other hand is the issue of Multiple Program Multiple Data software architectures. OVF, again theoretically contains the ability to specify a ”federation” of
VMIs that are intended to be deployed in a particular order.
While complete solutions based on the strategy of using VMIs for repeatability and curation, such as SHARE and Paper Mache, are appealing in settings
where a GUI-based, high-level, end-to-end ”executable paper” approach is desirable, they are only one way to implement the strategy. We would like to propose
that the strategy will have a better chance at wide adoption if an ecosystem of
lower-level software, libraries and conventions addressing small, encapsulated aspects of it emerges. Such individual components could be mashed-up and remixed
as necessary to form entire solutions. They would also be individually easier to
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replace as the relevant technologies change. The components would each stand a
better chance of being adopted individually, not only in the scientific computing
setting, but also in enterprise. Some ideas for such components follow.
One of the things that must be specified in order to make a published VMI
useful for reproducibility and curation purposes is what it is capable of. In the
case of SHARE and Paper Mache, the GUI or the author(s) generate scripts
that perform the tasks that the VMI is supposed to demonstrate. Analogously,
it would be useful if there was a general purpose convention addressing where one
should look to understand what a VMI is about. It would be convenient if the
capabilities of a VM could be specified in a human readable and in an executable
format in some standard location. Possibilities include that the home directory
of some default user should contain a file called README, that make should be
invoked at some standard location to demonstrate some of the functions of the
VMI, or that the last init script (in the case of UNIX variants) launch the VMI’s
functionality.
Further, we would like to propose two types of systems-level improvements
that would render Linux an easier operating system from which to generate
VMIs for repeatability and curation. Both of these concern the handover of
Linux-based VMIs from the author to end-users.
The first class of improvements concern de-authentication and de- personalization of a running VM. A VMI normally contains files that link back to its
author. Depending on how the VMI was generated there may be more of fewer
of these. These files can range from password files, to public and private keys,
to, simply, settings. In general, for the purposes of implementing the VMI publication strategy, it would be useful to have stand-alone tools for ”undressing” a
VMI of the authentication and personalization of the author, and ”re-dressing”
it, if necessary, with the authentication and personalization of the person instantiating it.
A second class of improvements concerns what Chris Read calls ”transient
runtime pollution”10 . Because Linux uses the filesystem for process ID locks,
logs and other transient files, these can bundled into a VMI. Aside from their
potentially revealing nature, e.g. in the case of logs, they can present technical
difficulties when they represent a state of the VM that is no longer valid. It
would be useful to have ways of specifying where and how the filesystem may be
polluted with such transient runtime artifacts, and how to clean them up during
the process of packaging a VMI for publication.

5

Discussion

The strategy of using VMIs for repeatability and curation is an attempt to
quickly and cheaply (in terms of time investment, and also commitment) achieve
a subset of the objectives of provenance. In a sense, this strategy is a case of
”low hanging fruit”. But, as we explained in the previous section, it appears that
10
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the strategy is currently useful in only a fraction of the cases in which it could
be applied.
Research on provenance for the cloud is largely orthogonal to the strategy of
using VMIs for repeatability, as it focuses on the extension of existing provenance
methodologies and tools to the cloud [13–18]. Current provenance-for-the-cloud
approaches do not impede publication of VMIs, and, conversely, publication of
VMIs does not detract from the impact of provenance-for-the-cloud approaches.
What the strategy of using VMIs for repeatability and curation does stand
to benefit from is exposure to the list of concerns and capabilities within the
provenance community. Specifically, there are four issues that the provenance
community has thought about that also arise when considering this strategy. The
first is the issue of transforming and packaging VMIs in such a way that they
achieve the degree of encapsulation necessary for repeatability and/or curation.
Indeed, it can be a provenance problem to identify and resolve data dependencies,
e.g. internet URL references to data used as inputs, in a VMI.
The second issue, which the provenance community is also faced with, is that
of bloat in storage requirements. In the same way that provenance metadata can
exceed in volume the data that it annotates, so can bundled VMIs can be much
larger than, e.g., the datasets or figures whose computation they document.
The third issue with which the provenance community has a great deal of familiarity is that of constructing a naming and location scheme for VMIs. Whether
such a scheme will be like URI, DOI, ARK or something else is wide open. One
possibility that we can suggest is an extension to ARK11 that provides for an
inflection for re-creating, via VMI execution (as opposed to retrieving from storage), data for which that makes sense.
Finally, we believe that the development of a standard for specifying the hypervisor and VM expectations of individual VMIs and collections of VMIs would
benefit from the involvement of the provenance community. Among current
customers of the cloud, the demand for configurable VMs, virtualized specialpurpose hardware and VM federations is low, whereas among the scientific computing community, and especially in the high performance computing (HPC)
community, demand for these features is high. If VMIs are to become first class
provenance artifacts, then the provenance community should be involved in the
specification of the relevant metadata formats. Aside from this being an opportunity to have significant real-world impact, it is also a unique academic opportunity. Since VMIs are (at least in some cases, as we hope we have convinced
you) executable, the metadata surrounding them is, at once, both a descriptive
record of their origin, and a prescriptive recipe for their reconstruction.
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